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Researching mobile-assisted Chinese-character learning strategies among adult distance learners

Kan Qian¹, Nathaniel Owen and Stephen Bax, School of Languages and Applied Linguistics, The Open University, UK

Abstract

In the field of teaching and learning Chinese as a foreign language (CFL), most studies investigate Chinese character learning strategies in pen-and-paper study by campus-based students. With the increase in distance-learning, and expanding popularity of smartphones and tablets and widespread availability of mobile applications for language learning, it is now important to research mobile-assisted character learning strategies by distance learners. This study attempts to i) identify changing practices when character learning is assisted by mobile technology; and ii) analyse the underlying causes for the changing practices. These issues were investigated using an online survey, learning diary and email interviews with UK-based distance learners of beginners’ Chinese (n=22). The findings suggest that there are important emerging new practices and previously unreported strategies such as constantly testing oneself and using pinyin input to identify new characters. They also reveal two strategy types not reported in previous research concerning social and affective dimensions. The study thereby provides important new insights into how adult distance learners of Chinese at beginners’ level learn characters when assisted by mobile technology, with significant pedagogical implications for Chinese character pedagogy in terms of course design and learner support.
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1. Introduction

With the steady increase in the number of Chinese as a foreign language (CFL) learners in the world over the last decade (Hanban 2014), with more online Chinese courses available (Zhang 2013; Kan & McCormick 2014), and with an increasing number of learners actively engaging in mobile assisted language learning (Arvanitis et al 2016; Demouy et al. 2016; Mason & Zhang 2017; Rosell-Aguilar & Kan 2016), it is crucial for educators to understand how adult distance learners of Chinese use mobile technology to learn characters. It is widely acknowledged that the learning of Chinese characters is one of the biggest hurdles in CFL (Hu, 2010; Jiang & Zhao 2001; Shen 2004), and learning language at distance adds extra challenges such as social isolation and anxiety (Hurd 2005), and lack of speaking opportunities (Kan & McCormick2014), which can affect confidence and motivation. Distance learners also have to deal with ‘the particular challenges of innovation’ (White 2014, 548), such as using online classrooms. They are often time-poor as a large number of them are in full-time or part-time employment (Glogowska et.al. 2007), and they are relatively diverse in terms of age and educational background (Kan & McCormick2014). These students, especially at the beginner level, need ample academic support including providing them with a range of character learning strategies so that they can choose the ones that work for them, which may increase their confidence to complete their studies.

¹ Kan is the author’s surname.
Previous studies have identified some common character learning strategies used by campus-based students (e.g. Jiang & Zhao 2001; Ke 1998; McGinnis 1999; Shen 2005; Sung & Wu 2011). However, there is very little research on mobile-assisted character learning strategies, and there is no research (to our knowledge) on mobile-assisted character learning strategies among distance learners. The present study aims to fill the gap by asking the following research question:

What strategies do beginner distance learners of Chinese use when learning characters assisted by mobile technology?

Our study is guided by Oxford’s (2003) definition of second language learning strategies, i.e. the “specific behaviours or thoughts learners use to enhance their language learning” (p. 1), and the six strategy categories proposed by Oxford: cognitive, metacognitive, memory-related, compensatory, affective and social (pp. 12-15). As part of the methodology, we adapted Shen’s (2005) 30 common character learning strategies in order to partially replicate her study and to identify any emerging new practices.

In the following section, before explaining our methodology, we briefly review relevant literature on i) challenges of learning characters; ii) character learning strategies; and iii) mobile-assisted language learning.

2. Literature review

2.1. Challenges of learning characters

It is well documented in the literature that the three tiers of characters-radicals-strokes orthographic structure of Chinese characters pose many challenges to CFL learners (e.g. Jiang & Zhao 2001; Poole & Sung 2015; Shen 2005; Sung & Wu 2011). Below we highlight some of the key challenges faced by beginners, which inform our critical reading of more general strategy literature and explain the intrinsic difficulties in character learning which influence strategic approaches by CFL learners.

Character and Pinyin forms

Beginner learners have to learn two written forms (character and Pinyin) and pronunciation. Each character corresponds to a syllable which is transcribed using a Latin alphabet known as Pinyin. For example, the Pinyin form for 字 (character) is zi. There is no clear correspondence between the character form and its pronunciation (Jiang & Zhao 2001; Shen 2005). Many characters look similar but are pronounced totally differently (e.g. 找 zhao, 我 wo, 划 hua). Another layer of complication is that most syllables have four different tones, each of which carries one or more meanings (Shei 2015, 25). Pinyin is used not only to aid CFL learners to pronounce Mandarin sounds, but also to look up a new character in a dictionary and process characters.

Large number of homophones

Learners face the challenge of large number of homophones in Chinese (Wong et al. 2010; Sung & Wu 2011). Many characters with different meanings share the same syllable, but are
written in different strokes with no commonalities. For example, 资 (capital), 紫 (purple), 字 (character) are all pronounced zi with different tones.

**Number of strokes in each character**

The smallest unit in forming a character is strokes, ranging from one to twenty or more strokes in one character. One of the first characters introduced at any beginner course is 谢 (thanks) with 12 strokes. An average number of strokes for the 2000 most used characters is 9.18 strokes (Zhou 1992, 168 as quoted in Zhao & Baldauf 2008, 48). There are also rules regarding stroke order (Kan 2009, 11-13). The popular view is that writing characters in the correct stroke order facilitates character learning (e.g. Guan et al. 2011; Jaganathan & Lee 2014).

**Compound characters**

A further issue for learners is that many single characters with specific meanings are used to form compound characters. Each compound character consists of at least two components (known as ‘radicals’), one indicating the meaning, and another providing the clue to the pronunciation. For example, 青 (green) is used to form many other compound characters such as 洁 (clear) which consists of the semantic component 氵 (‘water’ association) and the phonetic component 青 (pronounced qing). In theory, whenever 青 occurs in a compound character, it should be pronounced qing (or similar to it), but it is not always the case. An analysis of 2500 commonly used characters (Zhang 2007) reveals that 856 of them (35%) are single characters containing no phonetic indicator whilst 1644 of them are semantic-phonetic compounds (65%), much lower than the widespread belief that about 90% of commonly-used characters are semantic-phonetic compound characters (e.g. Poole & Sung 2015; Shen 2005; Sung & Wu 2011). Of those 1644 semantic-phonetic compound characters Zhang analysed, only 490 have the same pronunciation with their phonetic components (29%). The high percentage of single characters with no phonetic indicator (35%), the lower percentage of accuracy of phonetic components (29%) and limited orthographic knowledge (Shen 2005) present significant challenges for beginner learners.

**Character structures**

Learners also have to deal with 18 different ways compound characters are structured (Zhao 2014, 57-61). For example, 燃 (burning) consists of two components: 汤 at the top and 火 at the bottom. Visually, 汤 (soup) and 火 (fire) look different in shape when used independently from when they appear in a compound character because each character, regardless of number of strokes and components, must occupy the same space. This spatial inconsistency (Luo et al. 2013) poses visual-spatial challenges to beginner learners in character recognition.

In summary, the complexity of Chinese characters places a greater cognitive processing load on learners (Grenfell & Harris 2015). Studies indicate a heavier cognitive load for speakers of European languages learning Chinese than learning another European language (EBFL 2012; Poole & Sung 2015). As a result, different learning strategies have been adopted to deal with the challenges listed above. Below, we will briefly review studies on character learning strategies used by CFL learners.
2.2. Chinese character learning strategies

The most influential study to date on character learning strategies was conducted by Shen (2005) with 95 university non-native speakers ranging from beginners to advanced learners. The study identified 30 commonly-used strategies among all levels representing eight underlying psychological factors. Of these 30, Shen classified 25 as cognitive strategies, such as making connections with previously learnt characters, and five metacognitive strategies such as revising before class. Factor 1 represents a group of strategies labelled “orthographic-knowledge-based learning strategies” (p. 61), which rely on knowledge of semantic and phonetic components. But Shen points out that for beginner learners learning each radical or main component ‘would not be perceived as useful’ (2005, p. 61) due to their limited orthographic knowledge. Earlier studies by McGinnis (1999) and by Jiang and Zhao (2001) reported the same finding. Jiang and Zhao’s study (2001) was another influential study (n=138 CFL beginners) which also reported that beginner learners focused more on the shape of the whole character, followed by repeating sounds and stroke order. They also found that learners from alphabetical language background relied more on phonological cues in recalling characters. However, quite a few studies on beginner CFL learners indicated that the knowledge of semantic-phonetic components was more useful than other strategies (e.g. Ke 1998; Taft & Chung 1999). Wang et al (2003) also reported that radicals played a very important role in recognising characters.

Shen’s strategy inventory of 59 items (2005) has been widely adopted as it contained all the strategies reported prior to her study. For example, the study of 108 first-year university students on a Chinese course by Sung and Wu (2011) used Shen’s complete inventory alongside variables such as gender and home background. Of the six types of strategy reported (p683), four of them were cognitive, one was memory-related and one metacognitive. However, of the 30 most commonly used items in the eight factor groups in Shen’s study, eight items loaded on more than one factor, suggesting that the psychological factor groupings remain under-defined. Shen’s study offers no interview data or open comments in the survey to further reveal participants’ learning experiences so as to back up the interpretation of the factor structure and descriptive statistics. Our study addresses this by collecting data from multiple sources. Another shortcoming of Shen’s study is that the classification of the strategy categories is too broad, putting many of the 30 items under cognitive strategies which should arguably be classified into memory-related, compensatory or social groupings instead. This aspect will also be addressed in our study.

In short, the literature on character learning strategies for beginners suggests that memory-related strategies and cognitive strategies play a crucial role in character learning. But can the potential of smart mobile technology influence character learning strategies? We will examine this possibility through a brief review of the literature on mobile-assisted language learning.

2.3. Mobile-assisted language learning

Practices of language learning are changing rapidly in mobile technology-rich landscapes (Kukulska-Hulme 2012). A large-scale study by Demouy et al (2016) reveals that many L2 distance learners are self-directed learners and they spend more time studying the target language than they did previously. Field research conducted by Arvanitis et al (2016) also concludes that L2 learners in the digital age actively engage in using mobile applications for language learning.
In the field of CFL, mobile-assisted language learning is under-researched. Previous studies have investigated how a particular mobile application assists the learning of one aspect of the Chinese language and associated benefits (e.g. Chen 2013; Levy & Steel 2015; Wong et al. 2010). In terms of character learning strategies, the only study that touches on the topic is by Mason and Zhang (2017). Their main aim is to investigate why CFL learners at various levels use a range of mobile apps and match the app(s) with the language skill(s) practiced. They found that many learners ‘use a dictionary app to look up words and sentences that contain the characters’ (p.106) as looking up new characters in paper dictionaries is extremely time-consuming (p.101). Their study shows that beginner learners mainly use apps to identify components and to listen to pronunciation, which clearly demonstrates that using mobile apps is one of the strategies actively adopted by learners of Chinese at various levels.

The Open University’s ‘Chinese Characters First Steps’ app (CCFS 2014) is an example of making use of the affordances of the smart mobile technology to tackle some of the challenges stated in 2.1 above. Below we describe how this app was utilised in our study.

3. Methodology

3.1. Research context

The Beginners’ Chinese course at the Open University (OU) can be studied as one of the options for a degree programme or as a standalone course. Each student belongs to a tutorial group of about 20 students with a designated tutor who leads both online and face-to-face tutorial classes and marks assignments. Students are provided with textbooks, audio materials and online interactive language activities developed by the OU academic team. The course teaches Mandarin Chinese in its standardised modern spoken form and in simplified characters. The course is designed for part-time study across 37 study-weeks. One of the first things the course teaches is how to enable the Chinese font on the computer and how to word-process, to reduce the labour intensity in handwriting characters in order to increase students’ confidence and improve retention. By the end of course, students are expected to achieve A2 level as defined by the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (Council of Europe 2001).

For the 2015-2016 academic year when this study was conducted, students were required to submit five assignments via an online system, two of which were speaking and three were writing, to assess their productive skills. Receptive skills in reading and listening were assessed by four interactive computer-marked assignments. For writing assignments, students could word-process or hand write, but over 98% of students chose to word-process. Unlike handwriting where learners need to pay more attention to individual strokes, word-processing characters requires one to know the pinyin form well and skills in character recognition.

3.2. The ‘Chinese Characters First Steps’ (CCFS) app

The CCFS app was developed by the OU’s Chinese course team in 2010 and upgraded in 2014 (CCFS 2014). The design principles of the app were bite-sized and progressive learning, integrating writing with listening, reading and vocabulary building in a fun and personalised way, which were valued by users (Rosell-Aguilar & Kan 2016).

The app contains over 400 characters in 20 lessons introduced in the OU’s beginners’ Chinese course. The 20 lessons chronologically build upon each other in the same order as
the OU’s Beginners’ Chinese course books (Open University, 2010a; 2010b). Students who register for the course are made aware of the app as one of the supplementary resources but its use is not compulsory.

3.3. Research aims and procedure

The central aim of our study was to identify changing practices in character learning strategies used among beginner distance learners using mobile technology. 22 beginner Chinese students at the OU were recruited to take part in our 8-week project in May 2016. At the point when our project began, over 2/3 of the course content had been covered, and about 100 new characters were still to be introduced in the remainder of the course. Participants had the choice of joining one of two groups: the book group or the app group. Ten participants joined the book group to continue their studies using the course materials. Twelve joined the app group using the same course materials but with additional learning support offered by CCFS app. Each week, both groups were offered the same online multiple-choice test relating to the material covered in the week. Those tests were designed to reveal whether any changes in language learning strategies by the participants resulted in an attainment gap between the book and app groups. Participants were also provided with a learning diary template to write down their reflections each week. Both groups were supported by an online discussion forum with some character activities moderated by one of the researchers. An online survey was conducted at the end of the project with follow-up email interviews.

3.4. Research participants

Out of 22 participants, 13 completed the 8-week study: nine from the app group and four from the book group. All of them are native speakers of English or another European language. Table 1 below displays the demographic profile of the 13 participants. In comparison with the overall OU Chinese learner profile (Kan & McCormick 2014), a higher percentage of participants in our study were from the older age groups and with a high-level education background. The sample was self-selecting and therefore judged to be highly-motivated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>under 25:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 – 35:</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 – 45:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 – 55:</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56 and over:</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Than 2 A-Levels</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+ A-Levels or Equivalent HE Qualifications</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate Qualifications</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience with CCFS app</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With experience</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without experience</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Research participants’ profile. N: 13
3.5. Data sources and analysis

3.5.1. Online tests

In the first week, participants completed a benchmarking test containing 30 items to ensure that there were no statistically significant differences between the two groups in terms of ability. For weeks 2-7, each of the tests contained 38 multiple-choice items. The final test in Week 8 contained 50 items. Each test consisted of three sections with different multiple-choice item types matching i) each character with its English meaning; ii) each character with its pinyin form; and iii) character phrases or sentences with English translations. The tests assessed receptive skills relating to recognition of the characters they learnt during the project.

3.5.2. Online survey

All 22 participants were invited to complete an online questionnaire, 13 responded, of which 11 were complete responses: eight from the app group and three from the book group. Two incomplete responses were removed from the data. The survey consisted of three sections: 1) evaluation of the app; 2) character learning strategies when learning new characters and when revising learnt characters; and 3) attitudes towards mobile language learning. This paper mainly reports the findings from sections 1 and 2.

Section 1 focused on specific aspects of the CCFS app (writing practice, listening test, reading test and word search) participants found most useful and why. Section 2 consisted of 32 character learning strategy items, of which 21 items were based on Shen’s 30 common strategies (2005). Some of Shen’s items were combined as they were judged to be similar in meaning and a few were removed as they did not apply to distance learners. The 11 different items in our study were based on some items from Shen’s 59 items (2005, 65-66) as well as on comments by previous OU students who exchanged their ideas about character learning in the dedicated course forum. Of those 32 items, two were removed from the data due to duplication with the same statistics (see Appendix for the 30 items). After each strategy item, participants were asked to choose one of four options reflecting their use of that strategy: ‘Never or almost never’, ‘Generally not true’, ‘Generally true’ or ‘Always or almost always true’. There were also open-ended questions inviting participants to report other strategies they used in addition to the 32 items provided.

Participants were asked to reflect on the character learning strategies they had used since they started learning Chinese, not just the 8-week project period.

3.5.3. Email interviews

To further explore some questions relating to character learning strategies which were not covered by the survey (e.g. ‘You indicated in the survey that ‘listening to native speakers’ is something you generally do. How do you do that?’), post survey emails were sent out to the two app group participants who volunteered to be interviewed. Both replied to interview questions with a substantial amount of information.

3.5.4. Learning diary

Ten participants completed the weekly learning diary (seven from the app group and three
book group) with reflections on their learning. All ten of them also completed the online survey.

The above four data sources were triangulated to address the research question set out in the Introduction. The open comments in the survey, the email interview and reflection data in the learning diaries were analysed using content analysis method (Schwandt 2007), based on “a variety of textual analyses that involve comparing, contrasting, and categorizing a corpus of data in order to test hypotheses” (Schwandt 2007, 41). We focus on identifying themes that can provide explanation for preferred learning strategies identified by descriptive statistics.

4. Results and discussion

Descriptive statistics from the pre-test and subsequent weekly tests revealed that there were no statistically significant differences between the groups at commencement or during the research in terms of their receptive skills in character recognition. Both groups scored consistently highly on the tests, suggesting that all the self-selecting participants were highly motivated for the study and proficient at short-term character recognition. As only three participants from the book group completed the project, we are not able to compare two groups as originally envisaged. Below we present results and analysis of survey data mainly from the app group, but combined results with the book group will be mentioned when relevant to our research question:

What strategies do beginner distance learners of Chinese use when learning characters assisted by mobile technology?

Of our 30 strategy items in the survey, 17 strategies were recorded as either ‘generally true’ or ‘almost always true’ for more than 50% of respondents. For the ranking of the full list of the 30 items, see Appendix A. Table 2 is the ranking of our top 17 strategies in comparison with Shen’s top 30 (2005). There are three groups: i) items in bold are emerging new strategies; ii) items in italic and bold are strategies that recorded different degree of importance in our study; and iii) italicised items represent the same (or very similar) findings. Column 1 is the ranking with our analysis of the strategy categories based on Oxford (2003). The percentages in brackets in column 4 represent the book and app groups combined; those outside brackets represent just the app group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking/Strategy group</th>
<th>Item No</th>
<th>Our strategy items</th>
<th>% score ≥3 *</th>
<th>Shen’s top 30 ranking and item wording</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (Metacognitive)</td>
<td>Q11**_10</td>
<td>I test myself to check if I have learnt the character(s)</td>
<td>100% (100%)</td>
<td>13 ‘Quiz myself’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Memory)</td>
<td>Q10***_1</td>
<td>I repeat the sound when the character is first introduced</td>
<td>88% (92%)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (Metacognitive)</td>
<td>Q10_13</td>
<td>I try to find a connection between the new character and previously learned characters</td>
<td>88% (91%)</td>
<td>24 ‘Finds the connection between the new character and previously learned radicals in terms of sound, meaning and shape’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (Cognitive)</td>
<td>Q10_12</td>
<td>I try to visualise the character and compare it with a familiar shape</td>
<td>88% (84%)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Question ID</td>
<td>Strategy Description</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Social)</td>
<td>Q11_6</td>
<td>I listen to conversation by native speakers</td>
<td>75% (64%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(Metacognitive)</td>
<td>Q11_14</td>
<td>I use an online dictionary to find out how the character is used in context</td>
<td>75% (54%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(Compensatory)</td>
<td>Q11_13</td>
<td>I focus on how the character is used in context</td>
<td>75% (72%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>(Cognitive)</td>
<td>Q10_3</td>
<td>I practice the tone and associate it with pinyin</td>
<td>75% (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>(Cognitive)</td>
<td>Q11_1</td>
<td>I say the character when writing it (either on digital device or paper)</td>
<td>63 (63%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>(Metacognitive-Cognitive-)</td>
<td>Q10_7</td>
<td>I use pinyin input on my computer/digital device to choose/identify new characters</td>
<td>63% (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>(Cognitive)</td>
<td>Q10_6</td>
<td>I focus on the phonetic component (the part that indicates the pronunciation)</td>
<td>50% (42%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>(Cognitive)</td>
<td>Q11_3</td>
<td>I listen to the sound and try to associate its sound with meaning and shape</td>
<td>50% (36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>(Cognitive)</td>
<td>Q10_2</td>
<td>I listen carefully to the pronunciation of the new character before I write it</td>
<td>50% (58%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>(Metacognitive)</td>
<td>Q10_5</td>
<td>I try to pronounce it myself by looking at pinyin first, and then listen to the model pronunciation</td>
<td>50% (66%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>(Memory)</td>
<td>Q10_8</td>
<td>I write/draw each new character stroke by stroke (on paper or on digital device) many times</td>
<td>50% (58%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>(Metacognitive)</td>
<td>Q10_11</td>
<td>I preview all the new characters in each lesson/session before going into a particular one</td>
<td>50% (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>(Memory)</td>
<td>Q11_5</td>
<td>I try to memorise the stroke order first, then the sound and meaning</td>
<td>50% (36%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*% is the cumulative percentage of respondents who chose ‘Generally true’ and ‘Always or almost always true’ for this particular strategy.
** Items starting with Q11 are about revising learnt characters.
*** Items starting with Q10 are about when learning new characters.

Table 2: Comparison of the ranking of our character learning strategies with Shen’s ranking (2005, p57). N: 11 for percentage inside the brackets; 8 for percentages outside the brackets.

We will now discuss each of these three groups in turn in the first two sections below: new strategies and strategies that recorded different degree of importance in 4.1; and strategies that remain the same in 4.2. In 4.3, we will discuss two new strategy categories revealed by our data.
4.1. Changing practices

4.1.1. New strategies

Five new strategies emerged from the data, four of which are heavily impacted by advances in computer and mobile technology. All five were not among Shen’s top 30 items. Each is discussed below.

**Use an online dictionary to find out how the character is used in context (ranked 6th)**

This high ranking strategy supports previous research findings (Levy & Steel 2015; Mason & Zhang 2017) in that it reduces the workload of checking a paper dictionary, connects the character with the appropriate meaning in context and facilitates the link between character, pinyin and pronunciation as most online dictionaries have audio embedded. Strategies that help to save time and reduce workload fall into the metacognitive category, whilst sense-making in context is a compensatory strategy. We therefore consider this a metacognitive-compensatory strategy.

It should be noted that in Shen’s top 30, the strategy ‘Check reference sources for character’s meaning (in various contexts)’ ranked 11th (2005, 57), but at that time online Chinese dictionaries were in their infancy and so resources referred to were mainly in their print form.

**Use pinyin input to choose/identify characters (10th)**

Word-processing has become a different means for training character recognition. Due to multiple characters sharing the same syllable(s), the mobile/computer screen can present all the options at once. For example, when keying in ‘zi’, eight to ten commonly used characters sharing the same pinyin ‘zi’ are provided for the user to choose from (see Diagram 1).

![Diagram 1: Screen capture of typing ‘zi’ using pinyin input.](image)

If the desired character is not in the list, tap the right arrow key for the next group of options. Two or more syllables can be keyed in together for a word/phrase that is made up by more than one character. For example, type ‘xiezi’, seven options are given first, choose 1 for ‘shoe’ and choose 4 for ‘write characters’ (see Diagram 2).

![Diagram 2: Screen capture of typing ‘xiezi’ using pinyin input.](image)

Our data indicates that this is not a clear-cut cognitive strategy as using the pinyin input not only saves time but also functions as a multiple-choice test for learners to choose the right character(s). Using pinyin to produce characters requires learners to focus more on the whole shape of a character rather than individual strokes as well as getting used to the visual and...
spatial inconsistency discussed in 2.1 above. StudentB2 from the book group also used this strategy as she noted in the diary “Typing additional vocab and/or phrases into vocab list helps”, suggesting this approach is additionally a deliberate metacognitive learning strategy.

**Focus on the phonetic component (11th)**
The higher ranking of this cognitive strategy, in comparison to focusing on the semantic component (ranked 22nd, see Appendix A), indicates that the challenge of low accuracy of phonetic components outlined in section 2.1 pushes learners to pay attention to it. It also supports the study by Jiang and Zhao (2001) that learners with alphabetic language background pay more attention to the phonological cues. Most importantly, this may suggest the impact of mobile technology as embedded audios in apps make the listening more accessible. However, some beginner learners do pay attention to both phonetic and semantic components, as noted by StudentB2 in the diary: “Linking characters with learnt common components is helpful”.

**Pronounce it myself, and then listen to the model pronunciation (14th)**
This approach is a metacognitive strategy used to forge explicit cognitive links between character recognition, receptive and productive sounds associated with that character. This strategy was specifically encouraged by the app design, as the CCFS app and many other apps provide model pronunciation, and learners can record themselves on smart phones. It is interesting that the percentage for this strategy is higher when the book group data is included, which suggests that adult learners tend to challenge and test themselves. It may also be due to the features of distance online learning with the full provision of audio materials online and downloadable.

**Preview all the new characters in each lesson before going into a particular one (16th)**
The use of this metacognitive strategy by both groups indicates that adult learners tend to skim the task before focusing on details as both groups scored equally here. Explaining why she liked the Word Search puzzle in CCFS app, StudentA1 from the app group explained “I always begin by the word search to have an overview of what i am going to learn. It enables me to play with new characters, expressions to discover”.

**4.1.2 Strategies with different degree of importance**
Table 2 also tells us that some strategies, as examined below, although similar to Shen’s study in 2005, are more important whilst others are less important to beginner distance learners.

**Test myself to check if I have learnt the character(s) (1st in ours but 13th in Shen’s)**
The highest ranking of this metacognitive strategy is evidence of the impact of mobile language apps which learners can use to easily test themselves. When we include the three respondents from the book group, the percentage remains the same, which supports Hurd’s finding that “metacognitive strategies may have an enhanced role for the learner of a language at a distance” (2000, 61); indeed White’s study indicated that over 51% of strategy categories reported by distance learners were metacognitive in nature (1999, 42). There is also ample evidence from the open-comments data that app group participants liked the
Reading/Listening Test part of the CCFS app: “I started getting most wrong, but kept repeating and then doing so the next day” [StudentA6], “I particularly like the fact that you can change from English to pinyin so you can test yourself all round” [StudentA2]. StudentB3 from the book group noted in the diary that she tested herself and “getting all the characters right felt good”.

Find a connection between the new character and previously learned characters (3rd in ours but 24th in Shen’s)

This is a cognitive strategy but can possibly be developed into a metacognitive one if it is habitually and consciously deployed. The percentage goes up from 88% to 91% when the book group is included, which may indicate that adult learners are better at managing their studies by using metacognitive strategies which build upon cognitive processes, as evidenced by the following revelation: “I decided to complete my head component posters by writing new characters next to the corresponding root” [StudentA1, diary] and “Linking characters with learnt common components is helpful” [StudentB2, diary]

Listen to conversation by native speakers (5th in ours but 30th in Shen’s)

This higher ranking in our study is probably because our participants included watching film/TV programmes where they could hear conversations by speakers as it is easy to access TV programmes and YouTube films via mobile devices. The lower percentage when the book group is included (64% vs 75%) supports our analysis that more app group respondents access films from their mobile devices. “When I am listening to conversation, I am usually listening to TV shows and recorded files online, as I rarely have chance to interact with native speakers directly. […] My primary source is YouTube, there's a wealth of Chinese period dramas and learning resources […], and it's all free to access at my convenience!” [StudentA4, Email interview]. This is a classical social strategy if it is in a face-to-face situation, but when it is online, may still be perceived by learners as a social interaction; a hypothesis which requires further research.

Say the character when writing it (9th vs 22nd) and Listen to the sound and try to associate its sound with meaning and shape (12th vs 28th)

Both of these two cognitive strategies ranked higher in our study than Shen’s, which may also be due to embedded audio in mobile apps and online materials, providing greater convenience than accessing audio through a CD player. This is supported by the survey data which indicates that 100% of respondents agreed that the Listening Test part of CCFS app was useful/very useful because “I loved working against the clock and being able to repeat it” [Student A6] and “I enjoyed learning to link the right sounding word with the correct hanzi” [StudentA1].

Write/draw each new character stroke by stroke many times (15th in ours but 4th in Shen’s)

This is a memory strategy; the lower ranking in our study could be due to the wording of the item in that respondents interpreted ‘write’ as ‘handwrite’ as opposed to ‘type’ or ‘key in by pinyin input’. Another main reason is linked with the assessment strategy of the OU course because students could submit all their coursework in the word-processed format. Supporting

2 Pinyin form for 汉字, meaning ‘characters’.
this interpretation are comments such as “I didn't need to physically write things down often because most of my learning was through reading and listening, so I found reading online flash cards and using the FIRST STEPS app to be beneficial. […] I rarely wrote things down, except using the computer which only required pinyin […]” [StudentA4].

4.2. Strategies that remain unchanged

The findings demonstrated some similarities in strategic metacognition between traditional character learning and mobile-assisted learning. The following four strategies are among the top ten in both our study and Shen’s study (2005): ‘repeat the sound when the character is first introduced’; ‘visualise and compare with a familiar shape’; ‘focus on how the character is used in context’; and ‘practice the tone and associates it with pinyin’. These findings confirm that the main strategies in learning characters for CFL learners remain the same for face-to-face and distance learners regardless of the availability of mobile technology due to the intrinsic challenges explained in 2.1.

Repetition of the sound assists memorising pronunciation which cannot be decoded otherwise due to the lack of correspondence between character and sound. StudentA5 explains the need to listen repeatedly “…it helps to associate the sound of a character with either the character or the English meaning”. Constant practice of tone and associating it with pinyin would facilitate the connection between pronunciation, the character and the pinyin form.

The strategy ‘visualise and compare with a familiar shape’ ranks higher than ‘memorise the stroke order’, indicating that for beginner learners, the shape of the whole character plays a more important role than individual strokes, especially when word-processing. This finding supports previously reported finding by Jiang and Zhao (2001) that beginners relied more on the whole shape in recognising characters.

The compensatory strategy ‘learning the characters in context’ remains one of the top ten as context helps learners deal with the ambiguity caused by sheer number of strokes and homophones so that they can make sense of the characters. StudentA8 in the diary noted: “it would be more useful to learn phrases or provide some kind of context”. In the email interview, StudentA4 mentioned that context helps with the difficulty in deciding “when one word ends and another begins” in a sentence “but grammar patterns, measure words and general vocab knowledge help”. This is a challenge in reading unreported in previous studies: a word in Chinese can be one character, two or three characters, and each character takes up exactly the same space. There is no textual marker to separate words or to indicate if a word is a proper noun such as a space between words and upper case in English for personal name or place names. Data from Section 1 of the survey on the usefulness of the word search in CCFS app also indicates learning-in-context is a common strategy: 100% respondents found Word Search useful (including ‘very useful’) because it provides “opportunities to choose characters in context” [StudentA8].

4.3. New strategy categories

As reviewed in 2.2, most commonly reported strategy categories in character learning include cognitive, metacognitive and memory-related strategies. Analysis of open-comments in the survey and the diaries in our data also revealed the following previously unreported strategy categories:
Social strategy
In 4.1.2, we mentioned a social strategy ‘Listen to conversation by native speakers’, which may not be considered a social strategy in an online context. But the following learning strategies are clearly to promote social interaction:
- “look up new characters in online dictionary before writing to Chinese friend; reusing characters my friend has used.” [StudentA8]
- “ask for help from a Chinese speaker when stuck” [StudentA7]
- “write three or four sentences and play with the use of the words checking with Chinese speakers I occasionally have access to mainly through WeChat” [StudentA6]

Affective strategy
It is well researched in distance foreign language learning that affect plays a key role in learner confidence and is also aligned with learner autonomy (Hurd 2005; White 1997). Getting compliments from a native speaker is surely a confidence booster as noted by StudentA5 in the diary after showing his work to his Chinese friend “[…] my Chinese friend was impressed that I could remember the characters!” It is possible that over a period of time, sharing one’s good work with others and receiving affective support may become a learning strategy to motivate oneself.

5. Conclusion
Our study concludes with four major findings for beginner distance learners learning Chinese characters with the assistance of computer and mobile technology, all of which we suggest will be of importance in future pedagogical models and practice in this field.

Firstly, the study has identified strategies most commonly used by adult distant learners: regularly testing oneself and trying to find connections between new and learnt characters. Amongst the top ten common strategies reported by our respondents, four of them are due to the convenience of computer and mobile technology: regularly testing oneself, watching video to hear conversation by native speakers, using online dictionaries and using pinyin input on digital devices to identify new characters.

Secondly, our study has recognised new strategies, not reported in previous studies, that fall into ‘social’ and ‘affective’ categories (e.g. reusing characters used by friend, checking with Chinese speakers through WeChat, impressing a Chinese friend). These two categories need to be further researched to find out if they are motivational strategies just for distance learners or if they work for all CFL learners. The study has also demonstrated that some strategies build upon the cognitive processing required in character recognition.

Thirdly, in terms of strategy categories, more metacognitive strategies were used by our respondents than in previous studies. Amongst the top 17 strategies, the most commonly used are cognitive (six) and metacognitive (six including item Q10_7 that contain cognitive elements). Three are memory-related, one compensatory, and one potentially social. Our study supports previous research findings (Hurd2000; White 1997, 1999) that distance learners use more metacognitive strategies compared to campus-based learners as distance learners tend to do more reflecting on, planning and organising of their studies.

Finally, this study has demonstrated that, due to the inherent challenges of character learning, some common character learning strategies remain unchanged regardless of physical setting and platform, such as repeating the sound, visualising the character, using it in context and
practising of tones. The results of this study also support the view that orthographic-
knowledge-based strategies such as learning each radical are not preferred by beginner
learners (Jiang & Zhao 2001; McGinnis 1999; Shen 2005).

This study has thereby demonstrated that, due to the inherent challenges of character
learning, some common character learning strategies remain unchanged regardless of
physical setting and platform, such as repeating the sound, visualising the character, using it
in context and practising of tones.

A limitation of this study is that the sample sizes for both groups were relatively small. In
addition, there were no social and affective strategy items in the survey, a lacuna which we
aim to remedy in future studies.

Notwithstanding, we suggest that the findings of this investigation of the changing practices
in character learning, together with the revelation of a new challenge of character learning,
i.e. lack of meaning boundary markers, have significant pedagogical implications for teaching
Chinese characters at beginners level to both distance and face-to-face learners in two central
aspects: course design and learner support. In terms of designing beginners’ Chinese courses,
educators should consider the following aspects: placing more emphasis on characters in use
in short sentences than teaching individual strokes, radicals and characters in isolation;
embedding the use of mobile applications as a revision tool; and designing effective and bite-
size language activities for learners to test themselves. In regard to learner support, educators
and practitioners should consider providing recommendations for character learning
strategies used by former students, and encourage learners to reflect on their own practices
and develop learning strategies that suit their own study goal. Future research is needed to
explore if the raised awareness of one’s own character learning strategies has any positive
impact on learner confidence, motivation and long-term retention of Chinese characters.
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Appendix: Ranking of 30 character learning strategies (N: 8 from the App Group)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Item number</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>% score ≥3</th>
<th>% score ≥4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Q11_10</td>
<td>I test myself to check if I have learnt the character(s)</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Q10_1</td>
<td>I repeat the sound when the character is first introduced</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Q10_13</td>
<td>I try to find a connection between the new character and previously learned characters</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Q10_12</td>
<td>I try to visualise the character and compare it with a familiar shape</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Q11_6</td>
<td>I listen to conversation by native speakers</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>% Generally True</td>
<td>% Always or Almost Always True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Q11_14</td>
<td>I use an online dictionary to find out how the character is used in context</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Q11_13</td>
<td>I focus on how the character is used in context</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Q10_3</td>
<td>I practice the tone and associate it with pinyin</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Q11_1</td>
<td>I say the character when writing it (either on digital device or paper)</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Q10_7</td>
<td>I use pinyin input on my computer/digital device to choose/identify new characters</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Q10_6</td>
<td>I focus on the phonetic component (the part that indicates the pronunciation)</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Q11_3</td>
<td>I listen to the sound and try to associate its sound with meaning and shape</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Q10_2</td>
<td>I listen carefully to the pronunciation of the new character before I write it</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Q10_5</td>
<td>I try to pronounce it myself by looking at pinyin first, and then listen to the model pronunciation</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Q10_8</td>
<td>I write/draw each new character stroke by stroke (on paper or on digital device) many times</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Q10_11</td>
<td>I preview all the new characters in each lesson/session before going into a particular one</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Q11_5</td>
<td>I try to memorise the stroke order first, then the sound and meaning</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Q11_7</td>
<td>I write it many times (on paper or on a digital device).</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Q11_8</td>
<td>I focus on stroke orders</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Q11_9</td>
<td>I spend more time writing the radicals/head component (the part indicating meaning) than the phonetic component (the part indicating the sound)</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Q10_9</td>
<td>I focus more on the radical/head component (the part that indicates the associated meaning) by writing it many times</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Q11_11</td>
<td>I check the meaning of each component in the character</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Q10_14</td>
<td>I make up a story for some characters</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Q10_17</td>
<td>I make my own paper flashcards</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Q11_2</td>
<td>I read the character out loud first, and try to associate its sound with meaning</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Q11_4</td>
<td>I try to memorise the sound first, then the meaning and shape</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Q11_12</td>
<td>I group the characters that share the same components together</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Q10_18</td>
<td>I use an online flashcard maker (e.g. Quizlet)</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Q10_4</td>
<td>I identify a similar-sounding word from my native language (e.g. English, Spanish)</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Q10_15</td>
<td>I make up an expression or simple sentence with this character, and note it down</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*% is the cumulative percentage of respondents who chose ‘Generally true’ and ‘Always or almost always true’ for this particular strategy.

** % is the percentage of respondents who chose ‘Always or almost always true’ for this particular strategy.

Notes:

1. Item Q10_10 was deleted due to its duplication with Q10_13; and item Q10_16 was deleted due to its duplication with Q10_16 (stats for both were the same).
2. Items starting with Q11 are about when revising learnt characters.
3. Items starting with Q10 are about when learning a new character.
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